How do I allow my class to retry a poll as I am presenting?

Tell Me

If you desire to let your students retry a poll (allowing all students to redo a question), there is an option to do so.

1. **Login to Poll Everywhere**
2. **Open your desired poll**
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3. **Activate your poll by clicking the activate icon on the right**
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4. **Allow students to answer**
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5. **When you wish to repoll, click the Clear Poll Results button**
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**Note**

This method gives you the ability to allow your students to pick a different answer on the second round than they did on the first. Note that the second round’s entries will override the first.

**Note**

Remember, the second round’s entries will override the first.
6. Students may now re-answer

**Note**

Even if a student desires to keep the same answer as they input initially, they will still need to reenter it

---

**Related FAQs**

- Is there a mobile app I can use for Poll Everywhere?
- How can I prevent students from attempting to answer polls outside of class?
- How can I set up and ask different questions to different classes and/or sections?
- How do I present my Poll Everywhere questions using PowerPoint?
- How can I adjust scores for a poll question after polling?